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Abstract
Discussions about the animal fur industry have developed through the animal rights’
movement. However, while the fur industry has been criticized for killing animals, the faux fur
industry has promoted itself as eco-friendly, even though scientists have found that plastics also
harm the environment and eventually kill animals. Faux fur products are often advertised as the
environmentally friendly choice, but that’s not true. Plastics are difficult to recycle, and the
waste is increasing day by day. With our current scientific progress, what we can do to stop the
waste of plastics is simply to reduce the use. However, the faux fur industry blocks these efforts.
Today, thanks to animal activists, faux fur is well known as a vegan option, but the vegan option
is economically valued in the market, and even though we found that it’s no longer the “educated
choice”, we cannot give up on plastic products. Besides, animal activists and faux fur supporters
represent the cruelty of the fur industry through media. Those activists make use of visual
materials to show the reality of the fur industry, but by doing so, they cause an argument
between the fur industry and animal activists as supporters of faux fur products. Through their
discussions and study of current issues around the industry such as feminism, environmental
facts and economical and cultural development, animal activists and the faux fur industry try to
win support and gain economic benefits and social status by using the Internet as a marketing
tool.

Introduction
As we human beings have developed our own lifestyle, we may have destroyed our
beautiful earth. The Earth has been around 4.54 billion years, but humans have appeared only
recently. Then, we started hunting other species to eat, wear and live. Undeniably, there can be
some other elements to cause animals’ extinction as Nogués-Bravo discussed climate change
leading to Mammoths’ extinction (Nogués-Bravo et al., 2008). However, there are a lot of
species that did go extinct because of human expansion, such as the Dodo did after humans
arrived on the home of the Dodo: The islands of Mauritius, and American Crocodiles are made
into bags, belts and shoes.
In this paper, first, the problems in the current fur industry are discussed. The fur industry
has faced challenges from animal activists’ movements against the industry for animal rights.
Those who are against the fur industry believe that the way to harvest animal fur is painful and
the environment in the fur farms is awful as well. They also claim that killing animals for
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clothing is unethical. For this reason, the faux fur industry advertises their products as ecofriendly materials, since plastics don’t kill any innocent creatures. However, later researchers
found out that even though plastics don’t kill any animals through the process of the production
of clothing, they possibly poison the land where animals live and kill sea creatures in the ocean
silently and without bloodshed. Today, researchers have noted the danger of the plastic waste
and people and the governments have tried to save the waste. Then, we noticed that clothing
made of plastics isn’t eco-friendly, and rather even harms the environment.
Regarding the waste of plastics, it can harm both the environment and animals living in
the area. Animals can eat plastics by accident and die. There have been many incidents where
dead animals are found with plastics in their stomachs. Additionally, sometimes animals are
found to be stuck to plastics. Those animals are sometimes lucky enough to be saved before the
worst ending, but not always. However, it is always questionable if we are allowed to meddle in
animals’ lives for no reason. If we didn’t waste plastics, those animals would never suffer from
the accidents. Today’s research found that even if clothing made by plastics doesn’t harm the
ocean directly, the characteristics of plastics have much potential to harm the environment after
use. For this reason, artificial fur made of plastics is no longer the solution which can solve all
the problems of killing animals for clothing.
The relationship between the faux fur industry and animal fur industry holds a huge
contradiction. That is because they both advertise their products, faux fur and animal fur as ecofriendly material which saves the environment from the damage caused by the other. However,
scientists unveiled the fact that both of them actually harm the environment. For example, the
environment and animals living in the community receive ammonia from fur farms, or the
wasted plastics by people through the manufacture of faux fur and lack of care of plastics after
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use poisons the environment and kills animals by clinging onto and entering into animals’
bodies. Which claim you believe depends on you, but as scientists have alerted us to the danger,
if we would like to choose the “educated option”, we cannot just ignore either side.
We might already have found a way to reduce the waste of plastics. Some countries have
started taxing on plastic bags at the stores and that has successfully saved on 90% of the
consumption of plastics. We have started focusing on saving plastics instead of finding a way to
recycle it. This struggle is the most challenging fact of plastics, because we haven't found any
effective way to recycle plastics. All we found about recycling plastics is the difficulty to dispose
of them. As the wasted plastic harms animals and the environment, we should stop this trend that
relies on plastics in our daily lives, however, as plastics are cheaper than other materials and it
can be formed easily, this practicality accelerates the waste. Plastics are too useful to be given
up. Besides, plastics as a package are not very recyclable. The issue discussed in this paper is
how faux fur industry has developed its market in the fashion industry. Today’s success of faux
fur industry is not only because of its reasonable price or the quality, but also the moral question
that if we can kill other animals for clothing. The discussion regarding animal rights has been
active and animal activists are strongly against the use of animal fur for the sake of fashion’s
satisfaction. In the beginning, the plastic industry has made use of their passion toward animal
rights, and advocated their faux fur made of plastics as the eco-friendly replacement which has
never harmed innocent non-human animals.
The problem in today’s fur industry is that people who engage in fur farming cannot
justify their act of killing animals and convince people against their activity anymore. Our
technology has been developed enough to protect ourselves from the cold and there is no need to
kill animals to obtain their coats. Most of animal fur in the fur industry come from fur farming.
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While trapping animals can be considered as an environmental activity, since people sometimes
need to manage the wild population and prevent disease, the aim of fur farming is always only
their fur. Animal activists have reported how farmers kill animals and the conditions of those
farms. Even though decent farmers try to improve the environment and how to end the animals’
lives, animal activists’ goal isn’t even close to the discussion. What they want is to terminate
animal fur farming, not to improve the animals’ condition in those farms.
Both the fur industry and animal rights activists understand what each of them wants, yet,
what they can do for the other is another story. Since the fur industry has traditional cultural
views because their business has been succeeded by family members for decades, as well as the
fact that they make a lot of profits every year and have responsibility for people who work in the
industry, they cannot just give up on fur. To live in the 21st century, thick and warm fur jackets
may not be necessary, but money made from the industry is essential. Hence, even if we already
knew faux fur is not sustainable in regard to the environmental aspect, we cannot just quit
making faux fur while its supporters believe that faux fur is “educated option” not killing
animals and contribute to its sales. In other words, faux fur will become the next “animal fur”.
People know that we kill animals to make our fur jackets. Even if we don’t kill animals,
somebody else will kill them to make the jackets. Therefore, some fashion brands have started to
announce that they will not use animal fur in their collections anymore, these brands get admired
by media and make profits. However, they use faux fur made of plastics in the collection and the
plastics harm the environment and kill the animals living in the communities. We need to discuss
this contradiction and understand what really harms all creatures in the world.
The key to the success of faux fur industry is also related to increased population of
Internet users. Before we had the Internet, we may have felt bad about animals killed for their
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fur, but we didn't know how animals are raised in the farms and killed for us. However, after the
internet has become common, we can easily share information and opinions with other people.
We can access the pictures and video showing “how animals are beaten up to be skinned alive
with full of blood”. This new technology has increased the number of animal rights advocates
and developed the discussion about the fur industry. Nevertheless, at the same time, the
exploitation leads to creation of faux fur and now we found that they both aren’t perfect options
for the environment and animals. To think of the merits of faux fur, it was only that we don’t kill
animals for the “fur”, but after scientists announced that plastics also kill animals, faux fur is no
longer a better and “educated option” for animal activists. However, the biggest difference
between animal fur and faux fur is that we don’t see animals bloody struggle and it’s true that for
this reason many people still believe that faux fur is better option. While the Internet shows us
some brutal farmers hit screaming animals, people in faux fur industry don’t even touch
animals.
In this paper, I would like to introduce the relationship among fur industry, faux fur
industry and online media. Also, how the fur industry and faux fur industry advertise their
products, and their reaction to current environmental circumstances are compared with each
other. Also, as people share the news online anonymously, there isn’t always responsibility for
the information. I discuss about how faux fur developed along with animal rights movements,
and how animal rights advocates present their ideas to achieve their goals. Specifically, the
relationship between the fur industry and faux fur industry has huge contradictions in that they
both claim that their own cause is environmentally friendly, and I believe that if we could
understand the current situation of the industry, that understanding would help us decide which
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side we would like to stand by, or try to find a third option, even if there are still incongruities in
the discussion.
Current problem among furs
In 1943, Abraham H. Maslow outlined his hierarchy of needs in his book “A Theory of
Human Motivation”. In his view, there are levels of satisfaction in human society. They are
“physiological”, “safety”, “love/ belonging”, “esteem”, and “self-actualization”. Today we have
discussed a lot of things that we have never done before. I believe that one of them is animal
rights. Recently, the discussion about animal rights are getting more active, and animal rights
activists are fighting for freedom of animals from any harm done by human beings. One of those
harms is definitely animal fur farming. Animal fur farming has been criticized because of the
condition of the farms and how farmers obtain fur from animals. For this reason, animal activists
want to terminate fur farming that eventually kill innocent creatures only for their body parts:
fur. I found it very interesting, because this argument over animal fur create more money in the
world, as faux fur industry gains more support from animal activists as the “educated
choice”. Although clothes made of plastics don’t need animal killing, is faux fur better than
animal fur? The answer might depend on what you care about the most. If you think of animals’
lives as the most important thing, you would say yes, yet faux fur can take their living place
away and kill them from the inside. As we discuss about the animal fur industry, while new
discoveries are happening all the time, at the same time we found research results implying that
not everything animal activists or faux fur industry advertise is true of the industry. To get
educated and choose the educated option, we always have to stay up to date on new information.
The tactics to harvest fur and skin as leather can be cruel, as media reports. PETA
(People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals) accuses the cruel methods that those farmers use
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to kill animals to make fur, such as gas, poison, breaking necks and electrocution, while the
article welcomes Canadian medalist, Meagan Duhamel’s policy toward Olympics uniform for
Canadian teams (Englar, 2019). Is wearing fur or leather products worth such suffering? This is
the origin of this discussion, but also the origin of the misunderstanding as well. Animal activists
criticize the condition of the farms, but even if the condition gets improved like luxury nursing
home for economically rich humans, animal activists will never get satisfied for sure. The
condition of the fur farms is just one of the reasons that animal activists use to gain attention and
convince people against fur farming. The same thing can be said in the process of obtention of
fur. Even if fur farmers found a perfect way to kill animals and harvest the fur without any pain,
as long as there are fur animals trapped in cages and getting killed for their fur, activists would
fight.
In the view of the ethics of animal rights, animal lives are more valuable than animal
products (Arney & Piirsalu, 2017). For that reason, the question of the relationship between the
environment and animal rights regarding the use of plastics in the fashion industry has reached a
dead-end. If we choose the environment, it harms animals for ripping their skin from their body,
but if we choose faux fur to prevent use of natural fur, it may also damage the environment. This
is because of the components of “faux fur”: plastics’ indisposable and harmful
characteristics. OECD argues that plastics have gained much attention for “their ubiquity in the
global economy,'' “the low material recovery rates that they currently achieve” and “the
environmental impacts associated with current disposal methods” (OECD, 2018). Plastics are
made from completely natural and organic materials such as cellulose, coal, natural gas, salt and
crude oil, and in those materials, crude oil is the main element of plastics. Originally, crude oil is
made of the remains of plants and animals that died millions of years ago. However, to produce
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plastics, we artificially separate crude oil into “fractions” which are lighter elements. Then, we
add heat, light, or a catalytic agent.
The history of plastics may be longer than you think. According to OECD, the earliest
form of plastics was found in the 19th century, and the form has been changed to Bakelite, and
today it has rapidly grown into a material that plays an important role in our daily lives (OECD,
2018). In 2015, the production of plastics finally reached 407 million tons per annum (Geyer,
Jambeck & Law, 2017). The number is more than the production of paper (400 Mtpa) (WWF,
2018), fish (200 Mtpa) (World Bank, 2018). OECD predicts that if the rate of growth continues
in this way, plastics production will reach 1600 Mtpa in 2050 (IMF, 2017).
Bakelite is known as an early form of plastics. It can basically be shaped into anything.
The low cost attracts both producers and consumers alike. Their significant uniqueness, as well
as being waterproof is very important to keep our food fresh. Also, plastics have “a high
strength-to-weight ratio” and they are basically unaffected by physical and chemical deprivation
(OECD, 2018). Plastics can be magical materials that can take the place of all other materials in
existence like wood and metal, and the fact that plastic is this multifaceted results in the creation
of artificial fur.
The British chemist, Alexander Parkes contributed to the founding of plastics. When he
produced the element of plastics, could he imagine how much plastics would develop human life
and ruin the environment? Later, Swiss textile engineer, Jacques Edwin Brandenberger
developed plastics like Cellophane, beginning a new era of plastics as packaging. After that,
people have tried to advance new technology called plastics. Tapes, zipper shortage bags, plastic
wrap-- plastics are everywhere.
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These days, most plastics are used to pack items (Geyer, Jambeck and Law, 2017). As we
see at the store, almost everything is packed in bags made from plastic. After we finish the food,
every package mostly goes to the trash can. Sometimes we open several packages to satisfy
ourselves and those packages can just end up as waste. However, to prevent the waste, there is a
store called “Original Unverpackt” (Originally Unpacked) in Berlin. If you would go to Original
Unverpackt to shop items, do not forget your own bags. At the store, everything is not packed.
The customers take the products as much as they want, and most importantly, they are required
to bring their own bag and put the items in each. The concept of the store is to save the waste of
plastics. There are stores with similar concepts in other nations.
As OECD reviews, plastics gather a lot of attention all over the world. Some individuals,
states and countries are trying to save plastic waste. National Geographic reported that the oldest
tax toward plastic bag was established in Denmark in 1993 and since then, Danish people use
fewer single-use plastic bags: about 4 bags fewer for each person a year than American per day
(Gunn, 2018). European countries tax plastic bags or ban free supply, and African countries have
also announced tax on plastic bags. Announced in 2019, New York is to be a second state to ban
plastic bags from March 2020 (BBC, 2019). As the result of this challenge, for example, 90% of
the supply of plastic bags were saved in Ireland since 2002 (Convery, McDonnell & Ferreira,
2007). The sales tax matters a lot not only to governmental revenue but also environmental
issues. However, as not all countries have acted to tax or control the supply of plastic bags yet,
there is a gap among countries concerning plastic waste.
Human development has had a strong connection with consumption (Tukker et al., 2014).
We develop and improve our social lives while we destroy the environment and sacrifice other
creatures. The pattern of waste generation varies, but in general, the waste in many European
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countries ends up in the ground (Tisserant et al, 2017). Obviously, there is too much waste to
conduct the 3Rs: reduce, reuse and recycle as a principle of the circular economy (Ghisellini et
al, 2016) which harms not only the environment, but also other species living under the ground.
The problem of the plastics is its character. Plastics are used for many purposes around
the world as it is strong, light and cheap, although, once the litter gets in the ocean, the pollution
caused by the plastics lasts for such a long time, because of the very slow degradation process
(Steengaard et al, 2017). People have been trying to stop the waste of plastics by focusing on
recycling, reducing and reusing while the number of the waste is increasing. Those techniques to
save plastic waste can reprocess only 15 to 20% of the total waste (Nizami et al., 2015). We are
still struggling with the management of plastics. A recent study found out that we can upgrade
plastics to transport fuel through some processes, but usually some kinds of plastics are mixed
and each of them needs different techniques to be developed, so that this investigation does not
solve all problems (Miandad et al., 2017).
While plastics are recognized as a dangerous material for their toxicity, because of the
popularity of plastics, studies on the recycling and the final disposal method has been delayed.
One of the reasons for this current issue around plastics is the value of the plastics are very low
and it costs more to recycle. Once different additives get together, it’s hard to get them separated.
So, to recycle plastic products easily, Environmental Labels and Declarations-Self-Declared
Environmental Claims: ISO 14021 has been developed. Recyclable plastics have marks based on
the plastic types. For example, PETE or PET in triangle with three arrows means polyethylene
terephthalate: thermoplastic material.
Since those plastics in the ocean can be broken into micro-sized or even macro-sized
particles as the part of its degradation process, we may not be able to see the pollution in the
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water, but this aspect of plastic makes it almost impossible to clean up the ocean completely
(Steengaard et al., 2017). Even what we see as clean water in the ocean is not always as it seems.
In 2019, the BBC reported that a dead whale was found in the Philippines with 40kg of plastic in
its stomach (BBC, 2019). Also, according to the Guardian, plastic bags were founded in stomach
of 9 from 14 dead deer in Nara park, Japan (The Guardian, 2019). The Nara park is well-known
as a ‘deer park’, since there are many deer living in the park as angels of god, and the visitors
used to be allowed to feed them with only crackers sold in the stores. However, even though
people are supposed to feed deer only crackers, and there are signboards saying that “feed only
crackers” in English and Chinese, if we think of animal rights, we should stop wasting plastics as
well, as plastics harm or even kill animals. Ultimately the movements for reducing plastic use,
for animal rights and environmental concerns are all on the same page.
However, it is true that some people are encouraged to use plastics instead of other
materials for various reasons. Plastics Make It Possible is one of those companies claiming to
expand the use of plastics. According to Plastics Make it Possible, plastic packing helps saving
food waste (Plastics Make it Possible, December 7, 2017). Food waste is also a serious issue in
the world. It’s not economical, environmental or ethical. Nevertheless, if plastics are encouraged
only to use only to save the food waste, this discussion is not reasonable enough to support the
idea, because there are other ways to stop food waste, like using reusable packs, not cooking or
buying too much. To save food waste, plastics can be useful and easiest, since we can just throw
it away after use, but to save on plastics, we do not have an effective idea which we can conduct
daily yet, instead of using the same bags again.
Here is another example that proves that plastics are not only the key to reduce food
waste. According to UN news, developing countries and developed countries have different
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types of food waste (UN news, 2013). Due to the lack of technology to harvest, package and
market food at an early stage, people waste food in the developing countries, but in developed
countries, people simply just buy too much, cook too much, use wrong storage and have overly
high standards in judging whether food is still edible or not.
The second largest use of plastics is textiles (Geyer, Jambeck and Law, 2017). What is
your clothing made from? Does the tag say Polyester or Polyurethane? They both are plastics
called in different ways based on how the fabric is made. According to Cambridge Dictionary,
Poly- is a prefix meaning many in English. Plastics are cheap material to make cloth. For that
reason, the fashion industry cannot avoid the use of textile made from plastics. So, the fur made
from plastics seems to solve all problems. We do not need to kill any innocent animals, and it
costs less than natural fur as it’s said in general. However, after we have faced the fact of the
material that faux fur made of, we started to rethink the idea.
As fur made from animal fur is called (real, natural) fur, fur made from plastics needs to
be called differently and so that it has some kind of names like faux fur, artificial fur, fake fur
and eco-fur. The problem of those different labels for fur is not only the materials, but also how
they are advertised can be misleading. For example, the naming of eco-fur comes from
“ecology”. Eco-fur sounds like something eco-friendly though, in fact, eco-fur is harming both
animals and the environment. The idea of naming faux fur eco-fur comes from only the fact that
production of faux fur doesn’t kill animals and those who named it eco-fur recognize animals as
a part of the environment.
The advantage and disadvantage of fur made of plastics
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Due to the development of the studies in plastics, we have found out that eco-fur is no
longer environmentally friendly. First of all, what people started calling eco-fur is only referring
to the way that it is made. Eco-fur is made of plastics which means, of course, there is no animal
killing in the process. To make eco-fur, we start from the synthetic fibers. Many types of
polymers are used, and there are a lot of new technologies coming to improve the quality to get it
close to animal fur. Why do we need to have eco-fur in this world? There can be two significant
potential reasons.
First, the cost of faux fur is generally said to be cheaper than natural fur, and the faux fur
industry could fit with the current needs. To compare the faux fur price with fur’s price, I used
the webstore of Nature Watch selling “real” animal products online. On the webstore, Rabbit fur
is sold as rabbit skin and the price is $13.25 for 13-18” in lengths and 11-13” across. Fox fur is
more expensive. Red fox fur is for $129.00 44-47” in length and 6-8” across. In contrast,
according to fabric.com, the cheapest synthetic choice is from $7.11 per yard and the most
expensive faux fur is $86.69 per yard.
Second, the animal rights movement matters a lot to increasing faux fur sales. Momoyo
Yamamoto, salesperson of an international fashion brand selling items made from animal leather
in Tokyo, Japan said that “we have received emails from animal activists every month both in
English and Japanese. They demand us not to sell any animal products at the store”. The
population of animal rights activists has been increasing. The character of those activists is
stereotyped as while, middle-class women (Groves, 2001). However, another study conducted in
2003 shows the population differ from previous study. According to Jerolmack, the general
demographic of animal rights activists is young, non-black, less educated minority (Jerolmack,
2003). In common, females care more about animals than males did in each research.
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What are animal rights? In his book, Regan discusses about animal rights as a wide range
of subjects including “vegetarianism, wildlife and conservation management, domestic animals
and pets, zoos and zoological parks, hunting, and animals in agriculture and factory farming”
(Regan, 2006). We human beings have developed with animals culturally and economically.
Animals have helped us; in other words, we have been making use of animals for scientific
research, by farming or hunting for food and clothes, keeping them apart from their wildlife and
training them to entertain us. The history of animal rights movement may be considered as
something new, as most of animal rights advocates are females and often animal rights
movement is grouped together with women's rights. The study in animal rights itself may be
new, but when we think of the relationship between human and nonhuman animals, we have
infringed animal rights for such a long period of time.
Of course, when we have been developing human rights and our daily life to survive the
severe conditions without technology, we could justify the use of animals, because it’s necessary
to live, and if we don’t make use of animals, we die. Fur protected human beings from cold in
prehistory. People in the stone age hunted animals for food and warmth, in addition to making
tools from the skins. Besides, people economically make profits through animal fur. Later in the
Bronze age and Iron age, people started making textiles to make clothes and shoes from their
skins. The origin of the fur used to be from the wild, but as people developed the economy
through the fur industry, as the need of fur increased, and people started fur farming. Fur was not
just a fashion item but essential material to survive the nature in the old days.
However, today our life has improved enough with high technology. When we have
something else to choose to eat besides animals or products made of animals, and if those
animals are killed for food, it’s understandable that some of us who care about animals and
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encourage the rest of us not to eat animals believe that they don’t need to die for us. When it
comes to fashion, it is more understandable that animal activists claim that “animals need their
fur coats more than we do,'' as The Humane Society of the United States says. Today, fur is not
mandatory for almost all of us, as long as we have access to other materials like cotton and
plastics. It is true that fur lovers cannot excuse animal killing for their preference.
Animal rights movements has had great repercussion in our eating habit as well. A vegan
diet entails not eating any animal products. Needless to say, vegan people don’t eat any meat,
seafood, or dairy products. When it comes to people don’t eat meat but eat seafood, they are
called Pescatarians. A Pescatarian eats fish in the sea but never eat whales because they are
mammals. The purpose of these vegetarian habits is not only for animal rights but also health.
Recently, vegan diet has gained attention and popularity, since vegan people tend to be thinner,
and the diet has benefits including lower serum cholesterol, lower blood pressure, reducing their
risk of heart disease, even though it risk their health by removing all animal products particularly
vitamins B-12 and D, calcium, and long-chain n−3 fatty acids (Wilson, 2009). Although vegan
habits have potential health concerns, this is why those vegan people still keep their eating habits
away from consumption of any animal products. While vegan people believe that their eating
habits are healthier than meat eaters, since eating meat, especially red and processed meat is said
to cause colon cancer (Chao, 2005), those who eat meat may also think vegan habits can also
cause malnutrition.
What if we end fur industry?
However, what if we suddenly banned animal fur? The market in the fur industry is
already big and the loss of fur can influence not only the customers, but also something more.
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According to Statista, the number of people who engaged in animal leather and fur industry has
been decreasing from 30 thousands in 2006 to 22,56 thousand in 2016 (Statista, 2018), but the
International Fur Trade Federation (IFTF) reports that there were over 75 million mink furs
produced internationally in farms which is estimated worth 2.44bn USD, fox furs were 15.25
million worth approximately 1bn USD (Oaten, 2017). Fur industry doesn’t mean only fur
farming. Fur trade all over the globe includes farming, manufacturing, and retail. To compare
with 2015, these numbers are slightly down, but IFTF estimates that the global fur trade would
be 30bn USD (Oaten, 2017). The number of people involved in all stages is tremendous.
Therefore, if we ban the fur items all of a sudden, it’s easy to imagine that there would be a
negative impact on the world economy and unemployment rate.
However, at the same time, faux fur industry has also gained support especially from
animal activists. Some people don’t buy animal fur, but only faux fur at the stores. Not to
disappoint their customers, some stores have both kinds of fur to provide for the demand. How
we dress reveals what kind of person we are. In the fashion industry, we often face this decision.
Some of us would think that isn’t true, but in regards to what kind of fur we wear, we can
actually see whether a person agrees with the animal fur industry or not. The history of faux fur
industry is shorter than the animal fur industry, and as I discussed in the history of plastics, the
material used for faux fur is still new. According to Smithonian.com, it was in the 1910s that
artificial fur was introduced in the newspaper in the U.S (Hines, 2015). The American
government’s policy that taxed for 10% on animal fur products from 1919 to 1928 also helped
marketing faux fur (Hines, 2015). Once a product is accepted in society, and the product gets
popular and becomes depended on, it is difficult to terminate the manufacturer and eliminate the
demand.
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Whether we can give up on both animal fur and faux fur is questionable. People demand
animal fur and faux fur, but this is not because we need to wear warm clothes to protect
ourselves from cold, but people who are engaged in the industry need animal fur and faux fur to
make money to live under capitalism. To make their business last, both fur industries market,
advertise, and sell as much as they can. As a result, they criticize each other because there are
advantages and disadvantages in both industries.
It is very frustrating that we know animal killing is against ethics which we value as a
rule of conduct based on morals, but also plastics as a replacement of natural fur harms the
environment as well. Since the history of the fur industry is very long, and we have made a lot of
money in the industry, it should be hard to improve the situation as animal activists hope. It is
easy to imagine that the value of the fur was very high for our ancestors, since they need the furs
to live and they did not have anything else to cover their bodies instead, especially in the winter
season. However, despite the value of the fur, the price has become very affordable nowadays.
This is not because of the decreased demand, quite the opposite, but because the development of
fur farming let us create more furs than before.
The tactics animal activists adopt to promote a fur-free society is that not buying any
items made of fur and recommending faux fur instead. PETA develops their idea on how to wear
vegan, and they emphasis that we no longer need animal product and suggest choosing faux
leather instead. They even mention about animal-free brands on their website to address their
supporters to those brands’ webstores. Faux fur was developed as a replacement of natural fur for
the low cost, improved through the development of science, and advertised as the ethical choice
instead of natural fur as animal rights activity goes on. Animal rights movement has been
moving on with women’s rights as women began the conversation regarding animal welfare, and
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the animal rights movement offered an opportunity for women to participate in social activist life
(Gloves, 2001). In the 1980s, the fashion industry faced pressure and criticism from animal
activists regarding the method to obtain fur, and high investment in media and advertisement
raised our sense toward political justice and the attack on fur fashion brought new ethical
standards to fashion industry (Emberley, 1998). It would be said that this was plastic industry’s
win. Faux fur industry succeeded in using the cruelness of the fur industry to sell more plastics
with faux fur as an ecological replacement.
For that reason, even very well-known companies have given up on their tradition and
shifted their companies’ policies along the trend. In 2017, International Italian fashion brand
Gucci announced its new policy that Gucci will remove fur from all of its collections from
spring/summer in 2018 (Pithers, 2017). Before Gucci, there are many more fashion brands like
Calvin Klein in 1994, Stella McCartney in 2001, Ralph Lauren in 2006, Tommy Hilfiger and
Vivianne Westwood in 2007, Giorgio Armani in 2016 Burberry and John Galliano in 2018 that
declared their fur-free policy. After Gucci, more fashion brands like Versace and DKNY in 2019
also adopted a fur-free policy based on the ideas of animal rights (Seth, 2018). These brands
which gave up on animal fur for animal welfare doesn't mean that they gave up on the use of fur.
They use, of course, faux fur in their collections.
Nevertheless, as the faux fur friendly attitude as a current trend is shared more widely, we
have paid more attention to the fur industry, and we have found it questionable whether faux fur
is environmentally good for us or not. The International Fur Federation (IFF) viewed that faux
fur, which animal activists have faith in as a replacement of fur, destroys nature and that “It’s
time to call out the fake news about fake fur” (IFF, 2018). IFF is claiming that faux fur industry
is telling us a lie about faux fur itself.
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Today, the fur industry finds itself at an impasse. No matter what, both animal fur and
faux fur aren’t perfect. Which fur we support depends on our perspectives and what we think is
more important. Animal activists are fighting for animals being killed for making fur and trying
to convince us not to buy fur. We are manipulated through the information we receive. Those
who disagree with fur know how fur is made, and those who disagree with faux fur also know
faux fur is made of plastics which harm the environment. If what we believe and fight for depend
on the information we receive, this argument between animal activists and environmental
activists can be influenced by advertisement as media.
Our choice of the fur means which issue we feel is more important. Faux fur is ethical
and economical but harm the environment. On the other hand, fur is immoral even though the
materials are 100% natural. People have been struggling with the dilemma that we cannot just
decide which one has more priority. However, both furs can damage the environment
(Wakefield, 2011). Even though we found a way to make fur jackets from recycled plastic
bottles, later we should find a way to transform those fake fur jackets into something else. As
well, if it costs a lot for the transformation, previous studies regarding tax on plastic bags taught
us that even if we know it is the best way for both animals and the environment, people still tend
to choose a cheaper option first.
This is because we are under the control of the money. Plastics are everywhere, because it is
cheaper than other materials. If we would like to support the idea which stops the use of plastics
for the environment, we should be able to afford the more expensive materials.
Environmentalists may buy the more expensive replacement, but most people don’t. This is
simply because they cannot afford to, or they want to buy something else instead of expensive
replacement of plastics. As long as plastics are cheap materials, people will buy it. We should
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understand that not everybody is environmentally advocated. This doesn't mean that people who
don’t buy expensive eco-friendly- products don’t care about the environment at all, but when it
comes to products which don’t represent any uniqueness, it would be hard to get people to buy
the products. Wurst and McGuire discussed how consumers choose products, and the motivation
is based on price, style and symbolic meaning when they buy Nike sneakers (Wurst & McGuire,
2005). It’s quite understandable that price comes first, because each product needs to be
affordable. We can sell brand-name eco-friendly products or educate people, but this takes time
and costs more than plastics. In this case, for the reason that some states have succeeded in
reducing created by plastic bags by raising the tax on them, it’s time to tax plastic itself. If the
products made of plastics are more expensive than products made of natural products like wool
and cotton, people think plastic isn't worth the purchase.
The changes in animal rights from the past and today
We could even see the ongoing trend equating animal rights with human rights. Even
though the goal is still far, that tendency has already influenced several organizations. Animal
rights starts from believing that animals can feel in the same way as we do. They see, hear, taste
and communicate. There are businesses making use of animals, like bullfighting and horse race
for fun, and the meat industry. Regan says that “the triumph of animal rights will put these
industries out of business” (Regan, 1984). In his view, consumption of animals for the sake of
research, fashion, eating habits or amusement are all against animal rights, since they all disgrace
animals.
Besides, the use of fur clothing, animal activists believe in the needs of veganism. The
motivation of veganism generally comes from three reasons; animal rights, the environment and
their own health. The study conducted in Germany in 2014 shows that 89.7% of the participants
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are motivated to commit to a vegan diet because of their attitude against animal agriculture
(Jasen, et al, 2016). Less than that, but 69.3% of the participants also mentioned about health
benefits (Jasen, et al, 2016). Besides, 46.8% of the participants motivation is related to
environmental concern as well (Jasen, et al, 2016). Also, Jasen et al found that 81.8% of those
vegan people have multiple motivation toward vegan habits (Jasen, et al, 2016). This research
shows not only the motivation of vegan people but also their interests. 81.8% of the participants
of this study at least show they do not think of only their health but also animals or the
environment, or even both (Jasen, et al, 2016). The character of faux fur supporters as animal
activists is similar to people with a vegan habit in the view of animal rights. As the study
conducted by Jasen et al shows, people who care about animals tend to care about the
environment as well. However, in regard to the relationship between the animal fur and faux fur
industry, their ideas toward each other, especially the view on animal fur from anti-animal fur
perspective is still struggling to find the goal which they both can agree with.
Animal rights movements has changed not only our eating habits or view on clothing
through the development. In 2016, about animal rights, SeaWorld announced it would stop its
orca breeding and shows programs (Howard, 2016). Also, the Ringling Bros. and Barnum &
Bailey Circus closed the curtains after 146 years, claiming high operation cost, the declining
number of attendance and fights with animal activists (Lush, 2017). It was 1941 when Dumbo by
Walt Disney debuted on screen. In the story, the poor baby elephant was struggling with his
uniqueness of having big ears, but later, he could make use of those ears to gain fame as a circus
star and live with his mother happily ever after in the circus. However, Dumbo in 2019 is totally
different. He could get fame as he flew in the sky, but at the end of the story, the members of the
circus set all the animals free from the circus and Dumbo and his mother went back to where
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they should belong. This difference shows us how much our society has been changing and
today’s Dumbo has a different message from Dumbo in 1941.
What’s new in animal rights
Today, there are cultural changes, environmental changes and economical changes
caused by animal rights movements. There is an organization introducing faux fur as a “beautiful
material” called Faux Fur Institute. It emphasizes that faux fur is superior to natural fur because
it’s easy to color, fashion brands can be separate from the bad image of fur use, and faux fur has
a “positive impact” on air quality for less ammonia emission in the process of making faux fur.
The research conducted by Finnish natural resources institute proved that the fur farming has a
negative influence on the environment for ammonia from animal excrement, and the animal
excrement also damages fishing industry through ocean (Silvenius et al, 2012). This is scientific
proof that the fur industry damages not only local businesses but also the environment. As this
research asks the question that under this situation local industries cause damage on each other,
which business has priority over another one?
Moreover, as AP reported, after the Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey Circus got
curtain call, around 500 employees were left without a job (Lush, 2017). The current tendency
against the fur industry holds the same type of concern. What if all governments decide to ban
any use of fur? We need to think of what those people who had worked in the fur industry would
do as their second career after the fur industry. Since both fur/faux fur industries have been
developing, we cannot ignore the potential economic damage to give up on either of them. In the
debate on the fur industry, we can no longer just decide what is right, since the fur industry is not
only about animal rights. The debate regarding fur products isn’t about the fashion industry. This
is politics or economics more than anything.
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In most of the states in the United States of America, clothes are taxable and how much
states tax clothes depends on each state. However, there are some exemptions like
Massachusetts, Minnesota, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island and Vermont.
They usually don’t tax clothes, but they have rules to tax some clothing items like accessories,
formal clothes and sport-related clothes. Similarly, in Minnesota, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania
they don’t tax normal clothes, but fur clothes. It was July 8th in 2006 that New Jersey passed the
bill that tax on the retail sale of fur clothing (State of New Jersey Department of the Treasury,
2014). The state taxes on fur clothes are 6 %, and according to the Department of the Treasury in
State of New Jersey, the revenue is used for general use in the state.
According to VOTE SMART, the bill: A 4714 - Fur Clothing Tax was passed by 21 to 19
disagree. Almost all Democrats agreed with the bill while all republicans disagreed with it
(VOTE SMART, 2006). Only one democratic senator was against this bill whose name is Joseph
Coniglio. As we see in this case, the political attitude toward fur products are different for
Democrats to Republicans. Democrats are more likely to stand by animal rights which are even
new to the world. LiveScience also reported that Democrats tend to support animal rights more
than Republicans, but actually the number of people who care about animal rights from both
Democrats and Republicans has increased since the last study (Pacelle, 2013).
The state of Pennsylvania also taxes on fur clothes. Clothing in the State is generally
untaxable, but there are exceptions for formal apparel, sporting goods and clothes, and “articles
made of fur”. This fur is yet different from fur in New Jersey law. While New Jersey law
clarifies that “fur clothing” is an item that is made of fur or pelt of an animal, or has fur as the
chief component of its value’ (State of New Jersey Department of the Treasury, 2014),
Pennsylvanian law declares fur as “articles made of real, imitation, or synthetic fur where the fur
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is more than three times the value of the next most valuable component material” (Pennsylvania
Department of Revenue, 2004).
Both New Jersey and Pennsylvania tax on fur clothing, but the significant difference is
how the State treats fur. New Jersey taxes on only fur made from animals, but on the other hand,
Pennsylvania taxes both natural and artificial furs. Just as taxes on plastic bags worked to reduce
the waste, New Jersey’s attitude toward fur clothing is telling us that they hope to reduce or stop
the use of natural fur, though Pennsylvanian purpose of tax on fur clothing can be simply
increasing the revenue or decrease the use of both animal fur and plastic. In Pennsylvania, no
matter what materials are used, fur is considered as a luxury which we don’t need in our daily
life, while New Jersey treat it as a consideration of animal rights. This difference tells us the
political opinions on the fur industry.
Since the bill has been issued, if we offend the rule, we will be punished under the law.
Fur clothing is no longer just for fashion but also politics, as animal rights is. For example,
animal rights organizations claim that they are non-profit and some of them make it clear that
they never receive any donation from politicians, yet, those animal activists try to change the law
to protect animal rights. As the part of their achievement, some nation tax on fur products and/or
ban traditional fur activity.
The same thing can be seen and said in gun culture in the U.S. According to Bellesiles, in
the beginning of the American history, guns were not common in the country (Bellesiles, 2001).
When the price of the guns dropped, people first could afford it in 1840s because the mass
production led to increased supply and reliability. By its second amendment, the right of
Americans to bear arms is guaranteed. However, there are always risk to let your neighbor bear
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weapons which can attack you. There are accidents, terrorist attacks, suicides and murders which
never happen if there isn’t a gun in their hands.
The Guardian reported that in 2017, almost 40,000 Americans were murdered in gun
shootings in the US, which is the highest rate in the last twenty years (Pilkington, 2018). This
number might sound small to compare with the population of the United States of America, but a
study conducted by JAMA tells us how big this number is, to compare deaths by gun in other
nations. In the study, homicide, suicide and unintentional injuries were compared. The suicides
committed by a gun in the US was 6.4 deaths per 100,000 persons (23,800 deaths) in 2016,
which is 35.3% of the suicides by a gun in the world and firearm homicide rate in the US was 4.2
deaths per 100,000 persons (The Global Burden of Disease 2016 Injury Collaborators, 2018). In
29 other countries, Singapore and Japan’s rate was 0.0 death in firearm homicide and 0.1 death
in firearm suicide rate per 100,000 persons (The Global Burden of Disease 2016 Injury
Collaborators, 2018). The research also shows that the more the residents have access to a gun,
the more firearm deaths occurred (The Global Burden of Disease 2016 Injury Collaborators,
2018).
Of course, guns aren’t the reason, but a tool to commit certain actions. However, when
we think of the reason that we need guns, it’s often protection, but what for? Animals are not
attacking us while we live in human communities. People bear arms to protect themselves from
others. The society may hold this contradiction while they respect the traditional view on
freedom in the US. According to Pew Research Center, although the public views on guns in the
US has been up and down, the support of gun rights has gradually been increasing from the past
20 years, and especially white men tend to support the right (Pew Research Center, 2017).
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The reason that America cannot give up on firearms is also economical. According to
NSSF, firearms and ammunition have a strong impact on the American economy (2018). It’s a
fundamental right to bear arms in the US, but it is true that those legal arms hurt many people
every year. Nevertheless, the firearms industry creates jobs and the tax on guns is massive. The
National Shooting Sports Foundation says that their industry has created about 146,000 new jobs
in the last decade (NSSF, 2018). In their research, they create 311,991 jobs in total including
supplier and the supplementary industries (NSSF, 2018). The economic impact is about 52
thousand billion dollars, and the tax on those firearms is almost 4 billion dollars as business taxes
and 654 million dollars as excise taxes in federal tax, state tax, almost 3 billion dollars business
taxes in state taxes (NSSF, 2018). When we think of this huge amount, it’s understandable that
America cannot say yes to the ban of firearms easily. This tax on firearms goes to wildlife
conservation funding which is a major source of the funding operation.
There are various types of tax on firearms. For example, taxes on manufacture of
firearms, and exercise tax on ammunition are collected under the Internal Revenue Code (26
U.S.C. §4181) which dictates 10% of the sales price of pistols and revolvers and 11% of
ammunition and other types of guns. It also accounts for the making and transfer of certain types
of firearms and equipment such as machine guns, short-barreled firearms and silencers. As a
general rule, every year on the 1st of July, importers, manufacturers, and dealers in firearms
industry pay at the following rate that 1,000 USD a year or fraction thereof for importers and
manufacturers as an imposition tax, and 500 USD a year or fraction thereof for dealers (§5801).
The tax on firearms in the US is used for different purposes, and some tax income is used
for wildlife restoration, hunter education and safety. The hunter education provides hunters
instruction in firearms operation and safety, wildlife management, nature conversation, ethics,
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game laws, outdoor survival and wilderness first aid (Department of the Interior, 2018). The goal
of this project is to teach the students to be safe, responsible conservation-minded hunters. The
source of the fund is revenue from tax on firearms, bows and the equipment (Department of the
Interior, 2018). These revenues are billed to the Federal Aid to Wildlife Restoration Fund, the
Wildlife Restoration Trust Fund, used for wildlife restoration, hunters’ education and safety. The
Wildlife Restoration Trust Fund is administered by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in the
Department of the Interior. The tax on bows and arrows also goes to this organization (26 U.S.C.
§4161(b)). Incongruously, hunters pay tax for wildlife restoration, to be able to buy arms to hunt
animals, and to conduct wildlife restoration, the tax that comes from hunters is the main revenue.
Does this circumstance make sense? Even if not, since there are many people involved in
this industry, as in the fur industry and faux fur industry, we cannot just change the context.
Hunting animals as sport isn’t necessary. Traditions and the continuation can mean a lot to
someone who value it as important, and to change the view on the topic, it would cost much and
take a lot of time. People can lose their jobs and income, then those unemployed people may not
be able to feed their family. The more the economic impact on the society is, the more it would
be hard to terminate the practice. While animal activists vilify any activity related to trophy
hunting, those hunters ask for freedom to shoot animals as a sport. Ironically, the tax they pay
goes to wildlife conservation, but that is obviously because they want to show their
“contribution” to the animals’ wildlife to prevent further criticism. The financial support toward
wildlife conservation through the hunters’ activity may be used as a cover for their animal killing
under their freedom to shoot them.
Even though we adopt the sustainable consumer lifestyles, saving waste and living green
and ethically, the global sales of the fur industry has been increasing by 70% in the past decade
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(Ramchandani and Coste-Maniere, 2016). Many fashion brands have given up on natural fur to
avoid any criticism based on animal rights, but the needs of natural fur certainly still exist and
are even on the increase. There are still many people supporting the fur industry, because animal
activists’ logic is not based on scientific facts.
Fur facts in the world
There are basically two methods to obtain furs from animals. They are fur farming and
trapping. Fur farming is banned in England, making them the first country who took this action
in the world in 2000. The prohibition is called act 2000 and it bans people from keeping animals
for their fur or breeding for the market (Ligisration.gov.us, 2000). However, in other nations
besides the United Kingdom, Austria, Croatia, Slovenia and the Netherlands where the second
largest producer of mink pelt decided to ban fur farming.
In those farms, farmers pack animals into cages where those animals are not even able to
move freely because they are not big enough for them. The most common fur farming animal is
minks. However, according to the European Commission, minks are not family-oriented animal
in the wild (European Commission, 2001), so that when they are packed into small cages with
many of other minks, as they are stressed and behave overanxiously. The unnatural condition
drives minks in the farm crazy, and as a result, minks were observed eating each other alive in a
Finnish farm (Tarhauskielto, 2018). In addition, the studies in fur damage of farmed minks
indicates that when minks are put in a cage with other minks, bitemarks were found on their pelt
(Damgaard & Hansen, 1996). The damage on the neck appeared when they were together with
other minks which means it isn’t self-inflicted, however, the damage on their tails increased
when minks were separated or female minks lost their kits (Hansen, et al.,1998). Male wild
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minks occupy 2.5 to 6 km as their territory while females do 0.5 to 3 km, but the size of standard
cages in Dutch farms are approximately 30 x 85 x 45 cm and those minks are put together in the
cage with groups of 3 to 5 other minks (European Commission, 2001).
Due to the idea of animal welfare, people start thinking of not only how those animals are
killed, but also how we can improve the environment of the farms and get the animals
comfortable until the end of their lives. Cooper and Mason studied farmed minks’ interests. The
study showed that minks seemed to value food and swimming water more than other resources
(Cooper & Mason, 2001). Another study in farmed minks tells that taking baths reduces stress of
minks that have previous experience swimming in the past, while some mink has no interest even
in swimming bath (Vinke, at el., 2008). However, in 2019, Mette Lykke Nielsen, CEO of Fur
Europe’s stated that “These days it’s only the professional animal lobby who promotes these old
myths about wild animals and swimming water. Apart from reports written by the animal lobby
itself, all serious studies states there is no scientific support for claiming swimming water to be
an inherent need for mink” (EUROPE, 2019). That is true that there was mink which didn’t show
their interest in taking bath. However, we cannot say that they do not need the access to the water
because we never know if they want to swim or not. The studies conducted in 2001 designates
that farmed minks never forget their customs in the wild, in spite of being bred in custody for
even 70 generations (Mason, Cooper & Clarebrough, 2001) and animal activists often use this
result of the study to advocate for a ban on fur farming.
There are gaps in attitudes towards fur farming not only between farmers and animal
activists, but also among scholars. Their discussion hasn’t been developed because if what the
fur industry says is all true, what the faux fur industry and animal activists say is all lies. In the
discussion between animal activists and the fur industry, what each of them claims holds both
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true and false information. Also, most importantly, their discussion doesn’t make sense to each
other. Each of their discussion seems to be talking about something different. First, animal
activists’ goals are often not improving the environment of the farm, but to completely terminate
fur farming. Those studies about the relationship between farmed mink and swimming water
helps to reinforce the animal welfare in fur farming, but animal activists would never be satisfied
with the improvement. Of course, some studies imply that not every mink needs swimming
water, but that cannot be the reason that farmers can take the water away from the minks. Even
though Nielsen claims that the need of swimming water in the farms is an old myth, or “all
serious studies state there is no scientific support”, it doesn’t mean that is what animals want.
Unfortunately, while human rights lead us to have a sense of being born free, animal rights are
late and there is an obstacle called economics.
According to the dodo, 85% of furs in the fashion industry comes from farms (Alberts,
2018). The rest of the fur is from trapping. Hunters use jaw traps to hunt wild animals. Trapping
is also criticized because while the animals are trapped, they suffer from pain until death. In
addition, sometimes non-targeted animals can be hunted by accident. Those animals include cats,
dogs and endangered species. However, how many know that when we wear fur, we may be
wearing the dogs and cats’ fur? In the European Union, since 2008, cat and dog fur are banned
by Regulation No 1523/2007 (European Union, 2007), which ban import or export cat and dog
fur. Yet, animal activists claim that those furs are still imported from China by fake-labeling or
mixed with other furs.
Hunting and trapping have been considered as the most cost-effective way to manage the
wild population because the government doesn’t need to employ people but those hunters and
trappers would rather pay to enjoy hunting and trapping (Conover, 2001). Additionally, hunting
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and trapping can contribute to the fur industry which means those animals’ bodies aren’t
wasted. Also, there is already the solid market especially regarding hunting. There is a hunter
safety course which is mandatory in many states so to have certification to hunt animals. This
ensures that not only hunters hope to hunt animals but also there are schools and organizations
making money from hunting animals which makes it difficult to ban hunting animals.
There is also a difference between trapping and farming. There are some states already
banned fur farming while hunting is still somehow justified. From the UK (England, Wales) in
2000, and later in 2002, Scotland and Northern Ireland joined the alliance. Today there are many
more countries and states that made the decision to give up on fur farming for animal welfare.
That is because fur farming is considered only for fur even though the fur industry claims that
the rest of the body is used for oil. On the other hand, hunting and trapping aren’t always only
for furs but also for the environment. Since hunting and trapping are believed to help to manage
the wild population and prevent disease developing through the overcrowded population, hunting
and trapping are necessary for the environment. In other words, people are convinced to agree
with hunting wild animals by scientific research through media.

Media around the fur industry
The term environment is sometimes not clear enough to describe this issue over the fur
industry, because both animal activists and environmental activists use the word against each
other. Animal activists say that artificial fur is eco-friendly because they don’t kill animals and
environmental activists say that animal fur is eco-friendly because they don’t need plastics.
Environmentalists tend to support animal rights movement as well (Jerolmack, 2003), but about
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the use of plastics, those eco-friendly people sometimes fight each other. Their ideas are
contradicted between animal activists and environmentalists, and the discussion about the use of
the animal fur is embroiled in the debate. Animal activists claim that the use of animal fur is
cruel, because they believe that fur animals in farms are caged with many other animals in bad
conditions and end up being skinned alive, even though fur farmers appeal how they try to
reduce the fur animals’ pain, stress in the farms and improve the farming environment.
For this reason, animal activists and people in the faux fur industry advertise faux fur as
eco-friendly materials which is an ethical option for fur lovers instead of real fur killing innocent
animals. However, as faux fur has grown in fame and popularity, people have started thinking
about the damage to the environment caused by the waste of the plastics. Faux fur doesn’t kill
any animals through the production, but after the use, we found that those products made of
plastics eventually kill animals by harming and poisoning the environment. In regards to the use
of faux fur, there are people against the products for the sake of saving the environment,
especially in the ocean. Those who are against faux fur are also against the use of plastics. They
believe that faux fur is not environmentally friendly at all.
First, the use of plastic can harm the environment for sure. The plastics damage also
animals and people living in the communities. However, whether the choice of faux fur is good
for the environment or not is questionable. Animal activists believes that it’s environmentally
friendly not to buy animal products. However, as animal trapping is advocated as a way to
prevent disease caused by wild animals and balance the wild population, what they claim does
not always make sense.
How can we be sure the information we receive through the media is trustworthy?
Animal activists say that fur farming is cruel, while fur farmers appeal that they give animals
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good care before death. In the interview by Truth About Fur, fur farmer Dan Mullen answered
the question about how farmed mink are killed. He said that they use carbon monoxide gas so
that those animals are unconscious within a few seconds, and after they die, their bodies are put
in the box to cool them down until the next day to get processed (Truth About Fur, 2013). This is
completely different from what animal activists say about fur farming. For example, The
National Humane Education Society says that in those farms, not every animal is killed but some
of them are unlucky enough to be skinned alive. In addition, PETA investigated a farm which
contains about 100 foxes and 2500 minks, and in the video, minks are stressed by the noise of
cleaning, biting the cages and bleeding from mouths in the old and dirty environment (PETA,
2016).
Truth About Fur claims that animal rights activists have presented an old video as a
current one showing how animals are skinned alive in China to show inhumane treatment (Fur
Commission USA, 2019, Truth About Fur, 2019). Moreover, those Chinese in the video
uploaded online were paid for that. In the interview, the Chinese guy says that “a man and
woman approached us, they had a camera and were filming. We asked what they were doing,
and the woman said her grandfather had never seen a racoon skinned alive. She asked if I would
do it and she’d like to film me doing so. I told her we can’t do that because the animal might bite
us. She says she buys a good lunch or give us a few hundred yuan (1,000 yuan is about 145 USD
today) to buy our own” (Truth About Fur, 2019). The Chinese interviewee who skinned the
animal alive for the woman also says that he feels uncomfortable about what he did.
We can find the “original” video easily online. Although we never know if the Chinese
interviewee is telling the truth in the interview. He might be just scared of being accused for
what he did in the video. However, we can no longer judge if he is tricked or not. Sadly, as the
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video shows, it’s true that he skinned an animal alive for few hundred dollars no matter how he
felt about the act. However, the question is what we can trust as a reliable source.
Fake news is everywhere. Today, as the internet gets more and more common,
information from anonymous sources is spreading easily and quickly over the world. According
to the Pew Research Center, in 2018, adults in the US receive more news online than through
printed newspaper (Shearer, 2018). The result of the survey research shows that one in five
adults in the U.S. says they often get news through social media. While the population of
television and printed newspaper viewers decreased, the population of news website, radio and
social media increased. This trend is not only in the U.S. The Pew Research Center conducted
another research on how people receive news in Europe in 2017 and the result also shows that
69% of French, 75% of Denmark, 61% of UK, 50% of German, 68% of Swedish, 74% of Italian,
65% of Spanish and 55% of Dutch young adults aged 18 to 29 receive social media news (The
Pew Research Center, 2018). The result tells us that young adults are more common social media
consumers than older adults.
The research conducted by Hermida et al (2012) showed that today two fifth of Canadian
social networking users answered the survey that they receive news from people who they follow
on social network instead of news organizations or individual journalists. In that research, the
participants said that they appreciated social media for the ability to keep in touch with more
information and news (Hermida et al, 2012). However, Reich argues that citizen journalists tend
to establish the stories about the news based on direct witness, technical sources like internet,
personal connections and their own experiences (Reich, 2008). So as to report the news, we used
to value newspaper, radio and TV and so on. However, as the Internet has been getting more
common in our daily lives, we are able to report what we see through our own eyes directly on
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the Internet. Today, the population of the internet consists of half of the world population
(International Telecommunication Union, 2018). For that reason, the more the population of the
internet users increases, the more both the population and the work of citizen journalists increase.
In other words, we need citizen journalists when it comes to unexpected incidents like terrorist
attacks and natural disasters. Today everybody can become journalists as we potentially have the
potential to witness the accident to report it. Thanks to technology, the news that journalists miss
can be reported by citizens.
Nevertheless, in addition to citizen reporters’ different tactics used to collect the
information, there is a significant difference from traditional news media. That is anonymity.
When it comes to a privacy policy to protect citizen reporters, anonymity is essential. The
protection makes reporters feel safe and makes the secrets that have never been reported easy to
be shared in public. Yet, the anonymity can make the news reported with anonymity doubtful or
even fake news can be shared widely as the truth because there is no individualistic
responsibility.
How animal activists achieve their goals
Advertisement is an important aspect of sales, and thanks to online advertisements,
advertisers can reach more customers than ever before. In addition, those online advertisements
provide more communications among consumers’ interests, peer reviews and the advertisements
(Algharabat et al., 2018). Perception always influences the consumers’ attitudes toward the
advertisement (Eckler and Bolls, 2011). Additionally, marketers use new approaches to
marketing. Instead of the traditional marketing which considered the consumers as “rational
decision-makers who care about functional features and benefits”, today’s marketers think of
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their consumers as “rational and emotional human beings who are concerned with achieving
pleasurable experiences” (Schmitt, 1999).
The study to measure how advertisement sources impact consumers conducted by
Steensgaard et al. (2017) shows that while entertainment and information have a positive effect
on consumers’ attitude towards the advertisement, in contrast, frustration has a negative impact.
In the political scene, candidates adapt to new techniques to win the race. Advertisement is not
only to sell products, it is also used to make rival candidates less attractive to voters. The
relationship between the animal fur industry and faux fur industry is not quite on the same level
to be sure, but we can find something in common in the tactics used in both situations.
On the contrary, in general, both animal activists and environmental activists’ goals are
similar or even the same. They both care about animals and the environment, but when the fur
industry comes into the discussion, their argument turns out to be something different. For
example, misleading advertisement leads this conflict between animal activists and
environmental activists. Jacoby and Small warn of the dangers of misleading advertisements, that
advertisements can misinform us as consumers by using unclear terms which give us a positive
or negative impression as the advertisers want (Jakoby and Small, 1975). Their research applied
to the FDA (The Food and Drug Administration), but the same thing may apply to the
relationship between the fur industry and the advertisements. The fur industry appeals that fur is
something superior to faux fur by using the term “environmentally friendly”, while animal
activists blame the animal fur industry for killing animals. Fur farming also emits ammonia from
the farms, which the fur industry never admits in its advertisements. The act of killing isn’t ecofriendly, at least for those who are against the animal killing, so that animal activists also present
faux fur as an environmentally friendly option.
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To study how today’s ethical standards toward animal rights has been built, I looked into
which words animal activists and environmental activists use to advocate their ideas. I listed
several animal rights organizations that advertise their policy toward animal fur products and the
industry. They are International Anti-Fur Coalition, Fur Free Alliance, Coalition to Abolish the
Fur Trade, Anti-Fur Society, Respect for Animals, The Humane Society of the United States, and
Fur Free Society.
To learn how each of them advertises its idea against fur products, online video posts
were studied, and each video was analyzed to compare how to give an influence on our thoughts
on animal rights. Emotional advertisement has been discussed by Alčaković et al. Their study
examined the impact of emotional context on effectiveness on TV commercials. The
effectiveness of TV commercials was measured by 4 gages: “Advertisement recall”, “Attitude
toward the advertisement”, “Attitude towards the brand” and “Purchase intent”. The result of the
study shows that both positive and negative emotional contexts influence advertisement
acknowledgment compared with neutral context (Alčaković, 2018). Another study conducted by
Kensinger and Corkin also indicated that negative information lasts more than neutral
information and negative words have more of an impact on our memories than neutral words
(Kensinger and Corkin, 2003).
The study conducted by East et al. supports that idea in vocal expression too. They
investigated how much positive and negative word influence consumers when it comes to
product choice in advertisements. As the result of the study, positive (encourage the choice) and
negative words (discourage the choice) have almost the same effect on the choice of the product,
and their study proved that it depends on the products for whether the participants trust positive
or negative information (East et al., 2016).
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However, emotion has always had an impact on our choices and the emotion was
provoked by advertisements as media. For example, animal activists often blame the fur industry
in emotionally negative terms. Here is the example of animal activity organizations against fur
products: International Anti-Fur Coalition (IAFC), Fur Free Alliance (FFA), Coalition to Abolish
the Fur Trade (CAFT), Anti-fur Society, Respect for Animal, and PETA, all of them are against
any use of fur including fur farming and fur trade.
The common character of the advertisements made by those animal rights organizations
is using negatively emotional words to describe the fur industry. For example, IAFC uses “death/
dead” and “victim” often. This trend of advertisement reminds us of a political negative
campaign. Of course, as they are all against the practice which kill animals to obtain fur, it makes
sense to appeal with the problematic methods used to obtain fur. However, when it comes to
comparison of words spoken and written by people who agree with fur from the environmental
aspect, there is a significant difference between what the fur industry presents and what the faux
fur industry presents in their advertisements.
To compare with animal activists’ words, I chose International Fur Federation as a
comparison. International Fur Federation pursues the development of the fur industry under
pressure from animal activists. It has its own YouTube channel, so I studied words used in each
video to describe faux fur, anti-fur activists, and fur products. International Fur Federation uses
both positive words and negative words in its advertisement videos, because it talks about both
natural fur and faux fur. It uses negative term to describe how plastic waste causes problems in
our daily lives and the environment which also harms animals in the community. At the same
time, positive terms are used when it talks about the use of natural fur. International Fur
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Federation talks about how natural fur can be a sustainability choice. It lasts longer than faux fur,
and it is biodegradable.
The tactic used in each side by using negative terms to claim how fur/ faux fur damages
the environment or animals is an ordinary and reasonable way to convince a third person to agree
with its view on the use of fur/ faux fur or disagree with it, but I found that those who disagree
with the fur industry focus only on animal rights and this is why animal rights movement can be
said to be based on “emotion”. Groves discussed the relationship between feminism and animal
rights activists. In his view, animal protectionism offered women an opportunity to join a
political conversation and they sometimes even take violent actions to fight for animals (Groves,
2001), which can be considered an emotional act. Yet, Groves said when it comes to scientific
argument, those female animal activists are very careful to criticize the animal research because
those scientific researches tend to be conducted by well- known men in the organization (Groves,
2001). This might be also one of the reasons that animal rights is studied with feminism. In the
society, higher position is still authorized by men than women, and females are trying to
challenge those existing authority. Groves also found that the negotiation between women,
animal activists are less “emotional” (Groves, 2001). However, it’s doubtful whether the animal
activists’ emotional acts are their intention. Female activists get emotional in their activity,
especially when it comes to negotiations with male opponents, but this is not only because they
are fighting for animals and animal rights movement, but also gender inequality can cause this
emotional act.
Animal activists may be emotional, or champion animal rights by influencing the
emotions of others, but that is because their opponents treat animal activists as something
illegitimate. The idea of animal rights is new to the world, and there isn’t legislation of the law
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regarding animal rights yet. To those who may lose income, social status, or political power
through the development of animal rights movement and legitimacy, the current circumstance
would be serious trouble, and they want to hinder the development as a result. Hence, there
should be discussions and struggles to create rules to ban people from things that were allowed
previously. Those who don’t listen to animal rights activists and delay the development of the
law get animal activists emotional and put the negative image of activists into our minds.
As International Fur Federation says, use of natural fur may not give a negative impact on
the environment. Otherwise, both pollutions caused by fur and faux fur are characterized
differently, but do we need to discuss which harm matters more to the environment? They both
harm the environment for sure. In this case both “fur” industries are the same in regards to
environmental pollution. On the contrary, faux fur can cause further trouble instead of protection
of animal rights. The companies producing faux fur advertise their products as the
“environmentally friendly choice” instead of natural fur killing animals, and the idea of use of
faux fur developed by animal activists basically relies on sympathy to innocent creatures. The
increased share of faux fur in the world is not a victory of animal rights, but a victory of the
companies’ marketing.
To understand who an animal activist is and how the animal activist became what it is, I
view that how they get information about animal rights is important. The survey conducted by
Jerolmack shows a resemblance between the media and animal activists. Young participants of
the survey tend to show more interest in animal rights than middle-aged participants (Jerolmack,
2003). Also, as the character of animal activists, adults aged 26 to 35 is the biggest population
and second biggest population is 36 to 45 and 18 to 25 (Lowe & Ginsberg, 2002). The
population of animal activists resembles the population of the internet media. This similarity may
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come from where they receive the news from. As the Pew Research Center’s research shows,
even though there are differences among countries, after young adults aged 18 to 29, the second
biggest population of social media news receivers is people aged 30 to 49. The results of both
studies in the population of animal activists and social media news/ Internet news imply that
social networks play an important role for animal activists.
In addition, as the number of animal activists grow, their voice in politics gets bigger, as
politicians need to listen to voters to win the race. According to United States Census Bureau, the
vote rate varies based on age. The results of the census show that the older they get, the more
people go to vote in the U.S. Age group 65 plus is the most active group, and group 45 to 64 is
the second most active voters (US Census Bureau, 2018). Since 2012, the voting rate of youth
(18 to 29) is increasing, even though it is still less than 50% which is the worst of all groups,
while the other three groups (30 to 44, 45 to 64, 65 plus) are decreasing (US Census Bureau,
2018). When we think of the animal activists’ character, if we could improve the vote rate,
animal rights would be treated as more important issue that politicians need to take care of.
The ways that animal activists work on their goals vary. These are the reasons that animal
activists use the Internet to be more active online. First, online news is cheaper than printed news
or news on TV. Online news doesn’t need paper or printing. In addition, the population of social
media has risen dramatically. According to We Are Social and Hootsuite, alongside the internet
usage, the number of social media users has increased rapidly, as much as 13% in the last 12
months (Hootsuite Media Inc, 2017). This study analyzing access to Facebook implies that the
internet population isn’t well balanced in gender yet, because the number of the access by female
users from Central Africa, the Middle East, and Southern Asia is significantly less than the males
(Hootsuite Media Inc, 2017). This inequality may come from gender inequality. Those regions
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where the access to the internet is not balanced in gender also tend to be categorized as unequal
countries in the annual gender gap report issued by the World Economic Forum (WEF, 2018).
By this comparison, the relationship between questions such as gender equality and the
internet population to the development of animal welfare can be examined, since animal activists
often use online tools to share their ideas. Besides, animal activists are characterized as mostly
females, therefore I assumed that as female rights become more stable, animal welfare develops
as well. If women tend to take part in animal rights movements, we first need to develop gender
equality until all women can have an equal voice to their own political views. There is not a
significant study examining the reason why women care more about animals than men, but since
all traditional political standard has been built up by men in the past, women try to build
something new because animal rights were not previously viewed as an important issue by men.
Actually, the study conducted by Sanbonmatsu showed that voters perceive male candidates as
better at economy, foreign affairs, military and crimes (Sanbonmatsu, 2002).
There are Angola, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, Democratic Republic of
the Congo, Equatorial Guinea Gabon, Republic of the Congo and Sao Tome Amd Principe in
Central Africa, Iran, Israel, Turkey, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, United Arab Emirates, Syria, Iraq,
Palestine, Bahrain, Jordan, Kuwait, Qatar, Yemen, Lebanon, Oman and Cyprus in the Middle
East, Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka in
Southern Asia. In those countries, in regards to animal welfare, gender equality and access to the
Internet, only Iran and Turkey from the Middle East, and India and Pakistan from Southern Asia
were selected. Unfortunately, in central African countries, World Animal Protection does not
have any data on any of them, therefore I could compare only gender equality and access to the
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Internet in Cameroon and Congo, which do record data on gender equality and the Internet
access.
World Animal Protection (WAP) selects 50 countries to categorize A to G, based on
Formal recognition of animal sentience, Support for the Universal Declaration on Animal
Welfare, Laws against causing animal suffering, Protecting animals used in farming, Protecting
animals in captivity, Protecting companion animals, Protecting animals used for draught and
recreation, Protecting animals used in scientific research, Protecting the welfare of wild animals,
Government accountability for animal welfare, Engagement with the World Organization for
Animal Health (OIE), OIE animal welfare standards, Reporting on progress, Education on
animal care and protection, and Consultation with stakeholders (World Animal Protection,
2014). World Economic Forum issues the Global Gender Gap Report every year. There were 149
countries in its list in 2018 and those countries are ranked based on Economic Participation and
Opportunity Sub index, Educational Attainment, Health and Survival, and Political
Empowerment. Finally, Julia Murphy and Max Roser in Our World in Data shows the World
Internet population from 1990. Their latest data in 2017 suggests that there are still some regions
without the Internet access. There is also a possibility which connects Internet supply, gender
equality and development of animal welfare.
From the Middle Eastern countries, I could find the data on animal welfare, gender
equality and the Internet population in Iran and Turkey, and from Southern Asian countries such
as India and Pakistan in all three studies. According to World Animal Protection, Iran was
categorized G, and Turkey was E (World Animal Protection, 2014). In regard to the gender
equality, Iran was 142nd in 149 countries and Turkey was 130th (World Economic Forum,
2018). The internet access in Iran was 60.2% and Turkey was 64.68% (World Bank, 2017),
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while India was categorized C in animal welfare (World Animal Protection, 2014), ranked 108th
in gender equality (World Economic Forum, 2018) and 14.1% of the Internet population (World
Bank, 2017). Whereas Pakistan was F in animal welfare (World Animal Protection, 2014), 148th
in gender equality (World Economic Forum, 2018) and 15.51% of the Internet population
(World Bank, 2017). To think of the relationship between the internet population and gender
equality, those last two don’t seem to be related to each other in this comparison, because even
though the internet population in Iran and Turkey are higher than in Pakistan and India, India
was ranked 108th in gender equality and the animal welfare is more developed than the other
three countries. This comparison suggests that the internet population doesn't matter as much to
the development of animal welfare in these four countries.
The next potential reason that relates to the development of animal welfare is religion. In
Pakistan, Iran and Turkey, most people are Islamic, while Indian people are Hindu (WGBH
Educational Foundation, 2015). The cultural effect on the locals’ views regarding animals can be
traditionally shared, especially in those developing areas. Actually, in developed countries, all
three sectors in animal welfare, gender equality and the Internet population tend to score high as
we see the results from the United Kingdom and Austria categorized as A in animal welfare
(World Animal Protection, 2014), 15th in gender equality (the UK) and 53rd (Austria) (World
Economic Forum, 2018). Around 95% of the population in the UK has access to the Internet, and
so does about 87% in Austria (World Bank, 2017). Germany, Sweden, the Netherlands and
Denmark are B in animal welfare (World Animal Protection, 2014), and 14th (Germany), 3rd
(Sweden), 13rd (Denmark) and 27th (Netherlands) in gender equality (World Economic Forum,
2018). The internet population is about 84% in Germany, 96% in Sweden and Denmark, and
93% in the Netherlands (World Bank, 2017). Thus, countries well developed in animal welfare
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also can be recognized as developed countries in other sections which may be related to the
development of the discussion in regard to the animal rights movement.
The cost of online media is well-known to be cheaper to run than traditional media like
TV, radio and newspaper. The study to compare media channels indicates that generally
traditional media is more expensive than social media. For example, to reach 1000 reactions,
direct mail cost the most, TV costs 28 USD, both magazines and newspapers cost USD and radio
costs 10 USD. On the other hand, social media costs only 2.5 USD (Standberry, 2015). As a
result, the online population has been increasing, and we can say how much online advertisement
is economical. For this reason, there is no way to avoid online media, especially when it comes
to animal rights organizations as non-profit NGOs.
However, there are more risks that people might obtain incorrect information from online
news. Vosoughi, Roy and Aral studied 126,000 rumors on twitter from 2006 to 2017, trying to
determine if those rumors were true, false, or mixed true and false. Their research indicates that
about 126,000 rumors were shared by about 3 million people, false news spread to more people
than the truth, and it's faster than the truth (Vosoughi et al, 2018). However, another research
conducted in 2017 suggested that 24% of 70,000 people in 36 countries think social media report
fact separately from the fictions, compared to the news media (Newman at el, 2017). From 2016
to 2017, articles posted on Twitter, API, and Hoaxy were collected and studied. As a result, Shao
et al found that fake news websites published 100 fake articles per week (Shao et al, 2017).
The character of the media environment around the fur industry can be that people have
different opinions with various stories based on what they believe. We can say the same of other
topics such as global warming. Scientists sometimes believe different facts from other
researchers’ research results and that makes the development of the understanding more difficult.
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This is because people in general don’t have any educational background to obtain the
information on the subject without professionals’ research results and comments, but those
professionals can sometimes have different views on the subjects. However, this fur industry’s
story is different from the rest of the others, because animals feel pain as we do and we believe
that they have emotions as well. This is also why some people don’t take animal welfare
seriously as an opinion based on scientific research or fact. There isn’t always scientific
suggestion or numbers for the reason that every individual has a different character. Sadly, the
animal rights movement is said to be based on activists’ emotion, because science isn’t
developed enough to measure those aspects yet. Therefore, we are trying to observe animal rights
movement and develop the understanding by comparison with other subjects. From one
perspective, the most common view on the character of animal activists is the gender balance. In
general, the number of female activists is beyond the number of male activists (Jerolmack, 2003;
Lowe& Ginsberg, 2002). Therefore, animal rights movement has been studied with feminism
(Gaarder, 2011) which the development of the study will help us to lead the world to a better
place for many more species.
Conclusion
After the society has developed enough to focus on animal rights, the Internet can be an
efficient tool to share the information on animal rights and discuss about that. However, as the
online source always holds the danger of spreading fake news, to develop the idea of not only
animal rights but also all other subjects, we should first learn how to handle the information
and the risk. As the Internet suddenly showed up in front of us, started to lead the market and
increase online population, there is always a need to be able to use it before the education.
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The relationship between the fur industry and faux fur industry is contradictory, but if we
think of their huge responsibility to society, new findings by scientists and social researchers
should be pressure to each industry. The discussion about the fur industry is an economical
subject more than anything. Plastics are cheap materials, and that’s why companies can offer
faux fur with reasonable price. If faux fur is more expensive than natural fur, would people buy
it, or even value faux fur better than natural fur? Faux fur is an imitation. To develop the value of
faux fur products and gain demands, animal rights movement contributes to the industry a lot.
Manufacturers and suppliers in faux fur industry had to find a reason to be chosen over natural
and real fur. The interest and benefit of faux fur industry and animal activists are matched, so
faux fur could get this much support from all over the world.
To give up on animal fur, we should spend a lot of money on people losing job by the act
and tax revenue in each country, but to give up on plastics, we have to find the replacement
having the same characters, and idealistically cheaper material than plastics. It will cost a lot to
invest and develop, and take a lot of time for sure. If plastics are more expensive, we wouldn’t
adopt them this much in our daily life. Besides, we still must think of animals killed for their fur
in farms. Killing animals for clothing cannot be justified in any condition in the 21st century.
The reason that we still persist in animal fur is to impress somebody by how we dress, even
though those animal fur lovers can no longer make use of fur to impress animal activists whose
number is increasing day by day. If only trapping animals can be justified by science, we can
make clothes only with trapped animals’ fur.
Today, both the animal fur and faux fur industries create job opportunities and profits that
makes people feel afraid of giving up on either of them. However, we cannot listen to only what
the fur industry and faux fur industry say. Today, we already know that animals are killed not
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only in fur farms but also in nature by faux fur. Words are so powerful that we can easily get
influenced. Advertisers and marketers know how to gain attention from us in the most effective
way. In this case of animal fur and faux fur, I believe that we should not take it as only an animal
rights issue. To increase their benefits, companies try to bring animal rights into the discussion
and sell more products of faux fur. Faux fur industry makes use of animal rights movement to
make more money.
If both animal activists and environmentalists purely fight for animals or the
environment, they should be able to find that we cannot justify either animal fur or faux fur,
since they both have purpose and cause harm. Some brands never use animal fur in order to get
more chances to obtain more customers. When it comes to the use of faux fur, if people living in
developed countries with access to the Internet know how faux fur made of, and that the material
can harm the environment, are they really animal activists? They may be neither animal activists
or environmentalists but capitalists. Otherwise, the choice of faux fur is more likely for us. We
don’t want to see animals being killed for their fur because it makes us feel guilty.
It's a great thing to discuss animal rights. That means that we develop our society well
enough to think of other species. While we have difficulties endangering us to poverty, disease
or death, we cannot even imagine how animals suffer. Although, as the animal rights movement
gets more active, the relationship between the animal fur industry and faux fur industry becomes
complicated. All the animal fur, faux fur, meat eating or vegetarian isn’t perfect option, but we
sometimes compromise the negativity and try to take the better one. This is nothing negative. We
develop the discussion and understanding of both sides. For this reason, the development of this
discussion implies our societies’ achievement. Although it’s true that there is a gap between
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developed countries and developing countries, animal rights movement will be more discussed
more frequently as the Internet continues to grow.
So, here is an idea about how we can live with current argument regarding animal fur and
faux fur as plastics. First, we definitely need to raise the tax both on fur clothing and plastics up
to getting them more expensive than other natural materials like cotton and wool. The purpose of
tax on fur is of course to make it difficult to purchase it. Also, if plastics are more expensive than
other materials, at least we lose one of the biggest merits to choose plastics over the other
products. The tax revenue from plastics can be used to study the recycling of plastics or finding
other new materials rather than plastics. Finally, fur is politics. If we want to change it now, we
should go to vote for the candidate who would work on saving our planet.
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